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THE NATURAL VEGETATION OF ARIZONA

BY A. A. NICHOL

INTRODUCTION
There are 113,810 square miles in the state of Arizona In the

extreme southwestern corner where the Colorado River crosses
the international boundary is the state's lowest point, an elevation
of 137 feet above sea level, while almost due northeast 275 miles
Agassiz Peak in the San Francisco Mountains tops out in volcanic
rock at 12,610 feet. The many topographic types which are found
through this wide range in altitude produce a wide diversity in
the number, intensity, and the combining percentages of the fac-
tors which in turn develop the different kinds of natural vegeta-
tion. Consequently, the state has a great variety of plant cover
types. The composition and density of each of these types are
determined by the interoperative factors of temperature, rainfall,
wind, sunshine, soil, and the like. While the sum total result of
these factors then is the production of any given type of vegeta-
tion, the percentage importance of any one factor is determined
by minor or major changes in the topography, by altitude, lati-
tude, exposure, and by the proximity of large bodies of water.
Each factor, however, has critical limits beyond which there is no
tolerance for any given plant regardless of the optimum influence
of all the other factors. For example, areas of chamiso and creo-
sote bush on good agricultural land in the Salt River Valley were
quickly replaced by dondia and chico, alkali-tolerant plants, when
water from shallow wells high in salt content was used for irri-
gation. The chamiso and creosote bush will not return to the
area. There still exist for them optimum conditions in all the
other factors, but a change in the soil chemistry beyond the tol-
erance of the original cover has produced a distinct change in the
vegetation now occupying the area.

Another illustration of the manner in which the critical limits
of one or more factors operate to control the type of natural vege-
tation may be seen in a comparison of the plant cover found on
any one of the many low desert ranges in western Arizona and
the high, forested White Mountains near the eastern boundary of
the state. Practically barren, the desert mountains cany only a
scattering number of palo verde, cacti, and scraggy thornbush.
The White Mountains are covered with a dense forest of spruce,
fir, and pine. One may readily judge that this great contrast is
brought about by wide differences in the moisture supply and the
temperature. The lower temperatures and increased rainfall on
the higher mountains are principal factors in the development
of the fir-pine forests, while the sparse cover of the desert range
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is a result o£ very low precipitation and very high temperatures.
Should the desert range retain its high temperatures but receive
a greatly increased annual rainfall, a forest type could eventually
develop on them. If so, it would rarely be a coniferous forest, but
rather a broad-leafed evergreen type, semitropical or tropical in
nature, depending on the amount of rain, its time of occurrence,
and on the range and height of temperature. Mean growing sea-
son temperatures from 50 to 60 degrees F. with an annual rainfall
from 25 to 35 inches are ranges of the temperature and moisture
factors conducive to the development of a coniferous cover. And
while this same annual moisture may permit a forest type, the
temperature factor may largely determine what kind of forest
type will be developed.

It is economical, and should be essential, that in all land-use
programs the degree and limitation of each environmental factor
should be found (insofar as possible) before elaborate and ex-
pensive projects are attempted. A certain land development
project had excellent soil, plentiful sunlight, frost-free tempera-
tures, good water—all factors conducive to producing premium
quality citrus and grapes. The influence of air movement, how-
ever, was overlooked. In this particular locality the wind blows
persistently. The temperate climate grapes had no mechanism
by which they could withstand the high evaporative strain caused
by the wind, and they could not move water to their leaf surfaces
rapidly enough to keep them protectively moist. While the citrus
leaves are structurally better adapted to resist the factor of high
transpiration, the continued mechanical fretting of the leaves
and fruit prevented profitable development. Hope, labor, and
money were lost and the area is now abandoned. Since the rice
paddies of China and the wheat fields of the Nile, man has cir-
cumvented to a fair degree the all important factor of moisture
when its original maxima were less than his economic needs.
The permanence and success of these projects, however, does not
depend upon the moisture factor alone. In the modern irrigation
developments in the United States, for example, if costs are
equalized it would appear that the profitableness of a given pro-
ject is in more or less direct ratio to the height of temperature.
Which is, in turn, a coefficient expression between our consump-
tion of tropical commodities and the amount of acreage suitable
for their production.

Temperature is manipulated within very narrow limits by the
use of windbreaks and smudge pots. The factors pertaining to
the soil can be altered to a high degree; in actual practice the
limitations are economic rather than physical.

A second important phase present in the problem of modifying
the natural environmental factors lies in the closeness to the criti-
cal limits with which the operation is carried on. Windbreaks
and smudge pots are only needless expense if the cycle of killing
frosts is as short or shorter than the maturity length of the trees.
Homesteaders in the Sulphur Springs and Sonoita Valleys broke
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Figure 1.—^Percentage representation of the different cover types in Ari-
zona, with elevation ranges, annual precipitation, and significant tempera-
tures. Alpine meadow is not included because of its negligible extent.
N. B.—In Figure 1 and the color map the older classifications for the

grassland types have been used.

up excellent grazing sod in an attempt to produce field crops.
They were gambling on crops whose moisture requirements ap-
proached the rainfall maxima for these valleys. When the
average and minimum years occurred they were below the toler-
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ant limits for these crops and many farms failed. The native sod
had been turned under and after years unpalatable grasses have
come to occupy these abandoned fields, while the native grasses,
with their moisture requirements less than the field crops, con-
tinued to grow to the old fence lines and each year produce their
quota of marketable beef.

The short-time view of any land-use problem is its economic
feasibility in the immediate future. Too often only two or three
crops are depended upon to insure success; whereas intelligent
plotting of the economics against the limitations of all the en-
vironmental factors would either prove the proposed project
untenable or would add to the list of usable crops and give the
undertaking increased insurance. The natural vegetation of the
state is an end result of the direct development of all the environ-
mental factors acting together, and the least risk comes in tho^e
industries which demand the smallest alteration in these factors
and also operate well within the optimum range of the most criti-
cal single factor. The following descriptions of the various vege-
tation types in the state are generalized statements of the com-
position, use, and the apparent controlling factors that have de-
termined their development and present types.

The three great natural divisions of the plant cover in the United
States are forest, grassland, and desert shrub. These are further
divided into twenty-two main types,1 of which ten found in Ari-
zona2 are described in this paper. The forest is divided into three
types: (1) the Douglas fir-ponderosa (yellow) pine, which in-
cludes all species of fir, spruce, and pine, with the exception of
the pinon; (2) the piiion-juniper; and (3) the chaparral The
grassland is likewise divided into three types: (1) the highland
grass (short grass), (2) desert land grass (mesquite grass), and
(3) the mountain meadow (alpine grassland) .3 The desert shrub
is divided into four types: (1) sagebrush (northern desert), (2)
palo verde-cacti (southern desert), (3) creosote bush—Atriplex
(southern desert), and (4) mesquite bosques (southern desert).

FOREST

DOUGLAS FIR-PONDEROSA PINE

The forests proper in Arizona are in high mountain areas,
usually above 6,000 feet elevation. In places where the surround-
ing region or base level is high, and warm ascending currents of
air from the heated desert do not occur, and where cool air drain-
age collects, particularly on north slopes, these forests "move
down" below the average elevation. This is observed in the
1 H. L. Shantz and Raphael Zon, "Natural Vegetation" (Washington: U, S.

D. A., 1924).
2 H. L- Shantz, in Arizona and Its Heritage (University of Arizona, Gen.

Bull. No. 3, 1936) pp. 46-52.
3 When compared with the total area of the state, the mountain meadow

is such a small fraction it is omitted from the grassland figures and from
the map.
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lively unimportant to the lumber industry in Arizona. The Doug-
las fir develops pure, dense stands with no under cover. Where
light permits, the trees carry low spreading branches that lie on
the ground, and only a litter of needles and cones is found under
the trees. The high, open meadows described above are also a
characteristic feature in the Douglas fir belt. Shrubs are prac-
tically absent, although on breaks and ledges where there is suffi-
cient sunlight, snowberry (Symphoricarpus sp.) and buckbrush
(Ceanothus mogollonicus) may develop a very local shrub cover.

Below the fir and developing into pure stands at 7,500 feet and
continuing to 6,000 feet, occurs the ponderosa pine (Pinus port-
derosa). This makes the largest and most important economic
forest type in Arizona. It is this species which furnishes prac-
tically all the saw timber. In the southern part of the state, the
ponderosa pine areas dot each isolated desert range that rises
above 7,000 feet. In central and northern Arizona it forms more
or less of a continuous belt running northwesterly from the New
Mexico border and the White Mountains across the north sloping
incline of the Mogollon Mesa, past Williams and Flagstaff, and
terminates in the Kaibab National Forest north of the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado. This forest on the famous Kaibab Pla-
teau of the Buckskin Mountains is one of the most magnificent
and homogenous forests in the United States. Northeastward,
capping Navajo Mountain, the Carrizos and the Lukachukais are
additional small areas. In western Arizona scattering groves of
pine are found on the Virgin Mountains that lie near the Nevada
state line. These groves are small and are dropped just below
the crests on the cooler north slopes. Similar groves are found
in the Cerbat Mountains north of Kingman, while southeast the
Hualpai Mountains have small but splendid stands. From the
Hualpais the ponderosa pine areas swing sharply to the east into
the Santa Teresa Mountains, the Bradshaws, Pinals, Pinalenos,
Santa Catalinas and terminate their extreme southwestern dis-
tribution in the state atop the Baboquivari Mountains in south
central Pirna County.

In the smaller areas where abrupt changes produce many varia-
tions in temperature, moisture, and terrain, the small stands may
appear as a mixed forest. In most areas, however, even on the
desert mountains, ponderosa pine gives the clean, open appear-
ance free from understory which is characteristic of this species.
In the larger areas of the north central belt it is possible to travel
for miles through pure and continuous stands of this fine tree.

As contrasted to the spruce and fir forests, the ponderosa canopy
is quite open, and sunlight reaches the ground. Shrubs are prac-
tically absei^t, and the ground cover is composed of grass and
herbs. Most important of the grasses are Arizona fescue (Festuca
arizonica) and mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia montana), a
bunch grass. The first comes in on the more open areas which in-
tersperse the forest, while the latter makes a valuable grazing
cover in the higher and denser parts of the forest.
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greatly raise the number of species found in the ponderosa pme
association. Among the shrubs, cliff rose or quinine bush (Cow-
ania stanbunana) is one of the most prominent, with the occas-
ional occurrence of buckbrush and service berry {Amelanchier
utahensis), although the last two are normally found lower down.
All are good browse plants, as is mountain mahogany (Cercocar-
pus montanus) which may in certain areas extend its highest
ranging plants into the pine belt to occupy these open ledges and
ridges. The herbaceous plants appear so scarce in this type that
there is a tendency to overlook them. This should not be done as
investigation has shown that they make in the aggregate and
through seasonal appearance an extremely important contribu-
tion to the support of domestic stock and the native wild life.
The most important ground cover in this forest is the dense
growth of seedling pine which is produced periodically.

The yearly rainfall for the Douglas fir-ponderosa pine division
runs from 20 to more than 30 inches; the ponderosa pine type is
established in the lower, drier part of this range (from 20 to 25
inches); the Douglas fir intermediate; and the spruce and cork-
bark fir in the maximum annual precipitation belt, much of which
is received in the form of snow. Mean growing season tempera-
tures range from 50 to 60 degrees F. In the ponderosa pine areas
summer maxima of 100 degrees are not uncommon, while winter
minima have been recorded as low as 30 degrees below zero.
There are two distinct precipitation periods: midsummer rains
which are common any time after the first of July and continue
intermittently for six or eight weeks, and winter snows which fall
through the three winter months and extend well into March.
The ponderosa pine forest was originally poorly watered as it
occurs mainly on porous limestone and volcanic rock formations.
It is good grazing country, and the construction of dams, represos,
and small lakes permitted it to be used fo^ summer range for
sheep and cattle. Increased distribution of water has also in-
creased the amount and distribution of native animal life. Bear,
deer, turkey, elk, antelope (in the more open parks), lion, lobo,
fox, bobcat, porcupine, and beaver were all found in this type and
today are present in proportion to the press of grazing and the
degree of hunting. The herbivorous animals found abundant
food in the oak mast, palatable shrubs, grass, mushrooms, and
annual weeds.

PINON-JUNIPEK

Despite the fact the pinon-juniper type is one of the most dis-
tinctly marked, a description of its limits is difficult to make since
long and narrow tongues of forest will extend away from the main
body to follow stringers of favorable soil and areas of favorable
temperature and moisture conditions. Also, scattered through
the light background of the sagebrush and the highland grass
areas, black islands of juniper and pifion cover the knolls and
eminences that break the plateau topography.
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The stringybark or Utah juniper (Juniperus utahensis) is the
most abundant species in the northern pifion-juniper type. This
much branched, stiffly upright tree is resistant to decay and is in
demand for fence posts. It is also an excellent firewood but does
not produce the heat nor burn as quietly as the alligator bark
{Juniperus pachyphloea) species. The latter tree is rarely found
making a dense forest stand but occurs in small limited groves
and isolated specimens. It attains much greater size than the
Utah juniper, with a single, short but massive trunk carrying a
dense and spreading canopy of deep green foliage. On mature
trees the bark on the trunk becomes deeply checkered, from which
characteristic appearance it derives the common name "alligator
bark." This species occurs also on the higher ridges of the south-
ern mountains growing on the warmest and driest exposures next
to the ponderosa pine. The Utah juniper does not come into the
southern mountains. Its place is taken by the single-seeded juni-
per (Juniperus monosperma), also a stringybark type. It is with
difficulty separated from the northern species but is generally
smaller, more scraggy, and has blue-colored fruit, instead of the
brown of the Utah tree. The single-seeded juniper is usually
found somewhat lower in elevation than the alligator bark.

The piiion pine (Pinus edulis) closely associated with the juni-
pers, particularly in this type, is a true pine as can be determined
by finding the leaves grouped into clusters in a common papery-
basal sheath. The tree rarely grows over 40 feet in height in Ari-
zona and is commonly shorter. The wood is soft and not durable
but in certain areas is used for firewood. It does produce a very
valuable and desirable seed—the pifion nut. Many tons of these
are gathered in early winter, mainly by the Indians for their own
food supply. A fraction of the crop reaches the market either
fresh or roasted. The nut is high in fats and sugars and has a
pleasant flavor.

The more open juniper forests are good grazing lands for sheep
and cattle. Every evidence points to the fact that many areas
that were at one time mainly grassland, with a scattering of juni-
per and piiion trees, now have rather dense stands of juniper
reproduction brought about by the grazing influences of domestic
stock. According to C. K. Cooperrider of the Southwestern Forest
and Range Experiment Station, co-operating with the University
of Arizona, these new juniper forests have been brought about
by a sequence of three causes: first, the greatly increased
amount of seed that is capable of germinating. Juniper seed does
not germinate readily unless it has passed through the alimentary
tract of some bird or animal. The second influence is the wide
dissemination given these seeds by livestock, particularly driven
bands of sheep. The third is the removal by this livestock of the
competing grasses that originally occupied the area. He further
states there is good evidence to believe that the juniper would be
replaced by the original grass cover if the strain of severe grazing
was removed from these areas. These new forests can be found
several places in the state. Probably one of the largest areas gone
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over from the grassland to the pinon-juniper type is the Black
Mesa above Chino Valley. Smaller, but plainly distinguished,
are many similar areas over on the mesa lands lying west and
above the Blue in eastern Arizona.

This type is yet more sparsely watered than the yellow pine
forest, the mean annual rainfall varying from 12 to 15 inches.
The mean growing season temperatures range from 60 to 70 de-
grees with minima as low as 10 degrees above zero.

The native wild life was correspondingly scarce but has in-
creased somewhat with the development of water. Antelope,
preyed upon by wolves and coyotes, was the most abundant large
mammal, with occasional herds of mule deer. In winter, elk and
additional herds of mule deer wintered in this forest finding ex-
cellent protection and less severe temperatures. Wild turkey
migrated to the upper fringes to feed on the juniper fruits and
pinon nuts. Other birds were and still are scarce, the pinon jay
being the most common.

CHAPARRAL

Approximately 8 per cent of the state's area is covered with
brush thicket or chaparral. The most extensive and continuous
forests of this type occur on the southern side of the main pon-
derosa pine body where the mountain slopes drop away to lower
elevations and higher temperatures. Smaller bodies of typical
chaparral growth are found throughout southern and eastern
Arizona on the slopes of the isolated mountain ranges, occurring
above the grass and below the ponderosa pine. In the United
States this type of vegetation is largely limited to southern Ari-
zona and southern California, although small amounts of it are
found in the south central Rocky Mountain states. It is charac-
terized by shrubs and stunted trees, much of the cover being so
dense it is impenetrable to man or horse. Differences in soils,
elevations, and exposures produce differences in the floral struc-
ture and dominance. Many areas can only be described as a
heterogeneous association. More often one or two species domi-
nate the type to give it a specific character. A much observed
and accessible illustration of the first is the lower few miles of
the White Spar road where it leaves Kirkland Valley to cross the
mountains to Prescott. The elevations of the chaparral cover
here run from 4,000 to 4,500 feet. Some of the shrub and tree
species that compose this particular type are: mountain laurel
(Rhus ovata), lemon bush (Rhus trilobata), turbinella oak
(Quercus turbinella), Fendlera oak (Quercus fendlera), alger-
ita (Berbens fremontii), manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens)}
madrona (Arbutus arizonica), cliff rose (Cowania stansburiana),
buckbrush (Ceonothus greggii), mountain mahogany (Cercocar-
pus breviflorus), Apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa), brickellia
(Brickellia californica), buckthorn (Rhamnus spp.), sensitive
plant or cat's-claw (Mimosa biuncifera), silk-tassel (Garrya),
service berry (Amelanchier mormonica). In other areas the
cover will be made up mainly of one or two species. Well known
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meet every demand of this animal. No economic use is made of
the plants or their fruits of this group except for minute amounts
of the barberry and manzanita fruits gathered by Indians and
Mexicans for conserves. Fractional amounts of jojoba, the nut
which contains a liquid wax, are used in cosmetics. The root of
mountain mahogany is an ingredient of one of the red dyes used
by the Indians.

GRASSLAND

The grasslands of Arizona cover approximately one fourth the
area of the state. High plateaus on both sides of the Colorado
River west of the Grand Canyon carry extensive areas of grass.
Otherwise, the grass cover is found mainly in the eastern two-
thirds portion of the state. These grasslands may best be defined
as a semidesert type. The kinds of grasses occurring on the high,
cool uplifts north of the mountainous, forested district in central
Arizona differ markedly from those found in the low, plainlike
valleys in the south. Island areas of the one, however, may occur
in the other. The differences which are found between the north-
ern grass regions of the higher elevations and the southern, lower
areas are correlated rather closely with differences in elevation
which permit this type to be divided into highland and desert
land subtypes. The highland subtype approximates in character
more of the plains grass type; the desert land is the mesquite or
desert grass of earlier descriptions.

HIGHLAND GRASS

Blue grama (Bouteloua gmcilis) and galleta (Hilaria jamesii)
are the two most important species in the highland subtype. Both
may be found in pure stands, the galleta, however, making an
open sod cover. They are excellent forage grasses; blue grama
may be said to be established through custom as the standard of
comparison. Some muhlys, needle grasses, and Aristidas are also
found in this type in a greater or lesser degree. They are less
palatable and may increase on the galleta and grama areas when
this choice pair are suffering from too heavy grazing. These high-
land grass species usually start their growth as the temperatures
become warm enough in the spring, as contrasted to the desert
grasses which green up only after the midsummer rains. The
growing season is approximately 100 days, but they retain their
palatability and a high per cent of their nutritive value long after
ripening.

One other grass and two shrubs can best be located as members
of the highland grass region. Blue stem, mentioned as a grass of
the pinon-juniper belt, is in certain areas a prominent plant in
the heavy gumbo soils, or on rocky, malpais formations which
carry innumerable pockets of light volcanic soil between out-
cropping "nigger heads." The first of the two shrubs, the silvery-
white winter fat (Eurotia lanata), is one of the outstanding
browse shrubs of the state. This attractive plant at one time oc-
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(Yucca baileyi) and (Y. angustissima) are often visually promi-
nent members of this type, and one of the prostrate, narrow-
leafed pentstemons is a desired forage plant. Many annual weeds,
fleabanes, parsleys, partridge peas, dandelions, and others grow
and mature rapidly following sufficient moisture and tempera-
ture. While many of them increase the seasonal grazing use they
are uncertain and quick ripening and do not characterize the
permanent cover.

The environmental factors responsible for the development
of a grassland type of vegetation may be so divergent that accu-
rate plant and soil knowledge must be applied through an inten-
sive study to determine the major factor or factors controlling
this development. Rainfall, occurring mainly in spring or sum-
mer, shallow penetration of the moisture (which involves soil
character), excessive winds, intense cold, short growing periods,
soils poorly aerated, and repeated fires are factors any one of
which may play the major part in determining the existence of
a grass type of vegetation. The highland grass cover in central
and northern Arizona has an annual average rainfall less than
the average of the forest types, ranging from 10 inches or less to
a maximum of 14. While this maximum is capable of producing
a forest type of juniper or chaparral from the standpoint of mois-
ture requirements alone, it does not because in most cases the soil
is too heavy to permit sufficient water penetration or too shallow
to support the deeper rooted plants. Temperature may also be
a main factor. Growing season mean temperatures run through
a wide range, as would be expected with a vegetation type having
as many phases and subtypes as does the grass cover. This range
for the highland areas in Arizona may be reasonably included
between 55 and 75 degrees F. Mean minimum temperatures will
reach freezing or slightly below, mean maxima will reach 95
degrees.

The original native animal life of the northern highland regions
in this state was not diversified, but antelope made up in numbers
what the open plateaus and mesas lacked in variety. Wolves and
coyotes naturally followed the antelope. Prairie dogs and the
northern plains jack rabbit were abundant. Eagles were also
common as predators of the antelope kids and the larger rodents.
Lieutenant Beale, who had charge of the army transport of cam-
els across northern Arizona just previous to the Civil War, records
in his diary that when they camped at the mouth of Cottonwood
Wash a few miles east of the present site of Winslow they found
elk, antelope, deer, beaver, and coyote there. Today much of this
is drifting sand with sparsely scattered clumps of sacaton grass.
The grass areas east of the Flagstaff divide have not withstood
grazing as well as the regions lying on the western slopes. This
appears to be largely a rainfall factor as the eastern side is more
lightly watered. The average yearly precipitation for Winslow
and Holbrook is 8.7 and 9.4 inches, respectively; while the mean
annuals for Kingman and Seligman are 11.5 and 12.2 inches.
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plays an important part in this vegetation type. In the presence
of sufficient soil moisture it aids in the production of a heavy
forage crop in a relatively short time. With insufficient water
present, however, the excessive evaporation may hurry the ma-
turity to such a degree that the plants are not permitted to bridge
the dry periods between the too frequently widespread rains.

This region supports an unusual abundance and variety of wild
life: desert mule deer, antelope (now almost extinct), coyotes,
foxes, bobcats, badgers, skunks, jack rabbits, cottontails, many
species of rodents, valley and scaled quail, and a large number of
mammals and birds. There is some form of succulent vegetation
available throughout most of the year. The winter rains start
many weed annuals in late January and February; the fruits of
the bisnaga, rich in fats and sugars, are matured in late fall and
are much liked by deer and rodents. Coyotes supplement their
meat diet with prickly pear fruits and the sweet pods of the
mesquite bean. Midsummer rains bring in addition to the green
grasses, a new crop of palatable weeds such as the portulacas,
Talinums, Amamnthus, buckwheats, nightshades with edible
fruits, and many others. The thorny branches of the desert hack-
berry furnish excellent cover, and the sweet fruits supply good
food for quail. On the more upland reaches of the range and on
rockier soil, mesquitillo (Calliandra eriophylla), parosela (Paro-
sela formosana), false mesquite (Eysenhardtia orthocarpa), and
many species of mimosas, acacias, and other leguminous shrubs
and herbs contribute in forage and fruit to the total food supply
and variety.

MOUNTAIN MEADOW

In the highest parts of the White Mountains are found small
but typical areas of alpine grassland. They are noted here simply
in recognition of their occurrence and not because of economic
importance. These scattered open areas in the dense forest are
colorful because of the many bright flowers that occur with
the varying greens of grasses and sedges. Here moisture is
abundant, but temperatures are very low and the growing sea-
son short.

DESERT

The diversity of cover types which are found under this classi-
fication makes a general statement difficult or misleading. Tem-
perature is not necessarily a factor in the production of a desert.
High temperatures do, however, hurry the loss of water, as con-
versely, continued low temperatures that are below the physio-
logical activity of the plants in reality amount to drought con-
ditions for the plants affected. Moisture is the determining factor,
and one of its significant phases is the time of year, or distribution,
of this annual supply. In Arizona the nearest extreme desert con-
dition is found along the lower Colorado River, a region which
may get from 0 to 3 or more inches of rain per year. Even the 3
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have County. It is a low, compact, evenly spaced shrub, dark in
aspect, and is grazed by goats and sheep when other feed is short.

Shad scale (Atriplex confertifolia) is a third prominent mem-
ber of the northern desert occupying the alkali flats. The purple
sage and blackbrush grow only in salt-free soil. There is very
little shad scale in Arizona east of the Colorado River; its range
really begins in the Strip and extends north and west into Utah
and Nevada.

The sagebrush desert in Arizona receives much less rainfall
than the cacti-palo verde type that forms the foothill cover in
the central and southern parts of the state. The annual precipi-
tation is usually less than 10 inches.

The native animal life of the sagebrush type is very scarce.
This is due to lack of water and lack of plant variety to furnish
an all-season utilization. Both blackbush and sagebrush drop
their leaves during the colder part of the year and cover becomes
scarce. Jack rabbits are the most common mammal in the type;
cottontails occur where outcropping rocks and ridges furnish war-
rens and a more diverse food supply. In the more broken stands
where grass patches are found prairie dog communities often
exist. Antelope utilize the fringes, especially where the Atriplex
areas occur.

PALO VERDE, BUR SAGE, AND CACTI

The roughest terrain and the highest levels of the southern
desert are occupied by the palo verde-cacti type of desert. Dif-
ferences in soil, slope, elevation, rainfall, and temperature cause
this general subtype to present many variations in floral structure.
Usually it is bordered below by the creosote bush and Atriplex
formation or occasionally by the plainly marked strips of mes-
quite bosques in the alluvial bottoms. Above, it is often met by
the belt of desert land grass as in much of southern Pima County.
Or it may be the chaparral belt, as near Clifton, Superior, Hot
Springs, and many other areas. Less frequently it may contact
directly the pinon-juniper forest as on the upper drainages of the
Santa Maria River or occasionally may even lie next the high-
land grass as in places in the Cerbat, Hualpai, and Music moun-
tains.

Palo verde (Parkinsonia microphylla) is the dominant tree in
the desert shrub and often in the lower chaparral. From the
lower San Pedro valley, this species extends westward in the foot-
hill cover around the desert ranges, gradually becoming more
sparse until in the vicinity of Ajo and Gila Bend the trees have
become scattering outposts seeking water in the rough and steep
drainages of these hot and dry mountains. In its northward dis-
tribution it is found on the lower Verde, Salt, Gila, and lower
Hassayampa drainages. Locally the palo verde may lose its
prominence to some other species of tree or shrub in this type.
Dense stands of the giant cactus or saguaro (Carneaiea giqantea)
may dwarf the woody forest. Outstanding areas of this kind are
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nally brought in from southern California where it was intro-
duced from the Mediterranean region. With sufficient and prop-
erly timed rains combined with growing temperatures the desert
creates a mass of bloom in the early spring months. The weight
of this color is made up of the yellow Mexican poppy (Eschsch-
oltzia neomeocicana), the pink pentstemon (Pentstemon parryi),
the blue lupines (Lupinus spp.), and the low butter-colored blad-
der pod (Lesquerella gordoni). Variety and species are un-
limited, however, and to these must be added, the tiny, but ex-
tensive, blooming asters, the incomparable mariposa lily (Caloch-
ortus aureus), the phacelias, mustards, and untold others.

The climatic conditions in the desert region are extreme. High
temperatures are combined with a relatively low annual rainfall.
Stress is further put upon the vegetation by the fact that this
moisture supply is not evenly distributed throughout the grow-
ing season but is concentrated mainly in the last two summer
and the three winter months. Drought conditions generally exist
twice yearly for the shallow-rooted plants through April, May,
and June and again in late September, October, November, and
early December. In addition droughts are periodic, and an ex-
pression of a yearly average rainfall is apt to hide the fact that
there must be a physiological ability or structural equipment in
nearly all desert plants to enable them to withstand prolonged
periods of no available water. The mean annual rainfall for Tuc-
son is 11.5 inches. In thirty consecutive years a minimum year
of 5.1 inches and a maximum year of 24 1 inches were recorded.
In that period nine years were recorded in which the rainfall was
25 per cent, or more, below the average and four years in which
it was 25 per cent, or more, above the average.5 Following are the
mean figures for the seasonal distribution from the University of
Arizona station records from 1875 to 1927, inclusive-

July 1 December 1
August \ 5.7 inches January I 3 6 i n c h e s
September J February

March J
October \ 1 4 : ^ ^ April 1
November J x '*mcxiei> May \ 0.8 inches

June J
Intense temperatures, frequently combined with high winds;

a low annual rainfall, biennially interrupted by drought periods;
and the entire moisture supply in itself roughly cyclic together
produce a type of vegetation which as a whole is distinctive in
character, although unlimited in the number of structural and
physiological variations that have been acquired by the different
species to meet the extreme environmental conditions. The cli-
matic factors of the desert are expressed as extreme because they
5 H V. Smith, The Climate of Arizona (University of Arizona, Agri. Exp.

Sta. Bull No. 130, 1930).
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roots fanning out over the hardpan of caliche 6 or 8 inches below
the surface or on deep porous loam wherfe the roots extend down-
ward many feet. In size the plants are in proportion to the soil and
water supply. In many extensive areas the forest is one of
dwarfed, compact plants rarely over 5 or 6 feet high. With deep
soil and more water (mostly derived from natural drainage) the
trees become much branched and grow from 25 to 35 feet. An
exceptionally fine forest exists on the granitic soil north of the
Rawhide Mountains. From an elevation and a distance this
growth gives the impression of looking out over the top of a yel-
low pine forest. The old trees develop a checkered, corky bark.
In February each terminal branch bears a short dense cluster of
creamy white blossoms. Many tons of the stalks are used each
year in the manufacture of tree protectors and similar items.

There is much variety in the plant species associated with the
Joshua tree and creosote bush. Tobosa is the most prominent
grass found with the denser stands on the heavier soils. In its
southern range the stiff leaved, low growing banana yucca (Yucca
macrocarpa) occurs while in the northern range the taller, broad-
leafed Mohave yucca (Y. mohavensis) may be found occupying
the rockier ridges just above the Joshua trees. On the Big Sandy
drainages and west of the Hualpai Mountains the arborvitaelike
juniper (Juniperus utahensis var. californica) alternates with
canotia to make a most unique appearing forest. To add to the
botanical bewilderment there are areas on the Burro and Santa
Maria watersheds where the large, ribbon-leafed bear grass (No-
Una bigelovii) and saguaros share equal prominence with the
other three species. In addition many kinds of chollas and prickly
pears are found with squawberries, saltbushes, bur sage, sophora,
zinnia, buckwheats, particularly Eriogonum fasiculatum, and the
bladderstem (Eriogonum injlatum).

Blackbrush

In southeastern Arizona, blackbrush (Flourensia cernua) oc-
curs in such nearly pure stands that the creosote bush is a minor
element in this subtype. The western limits of this shrub are the
southern foothills of the Whetstone Mountains. It is an angular
branched shrub growing 4 or 5 feet high on fairly deep soils and
receiving 15 to 20 inches of rainfall per year. Its appearance at
all seasons gives it the common name, blackbrush. The ground
cover of weeds and herbs following the rains is much the same
as the surrounding grass areas. One of the cat's-claws, the long
whip-branched Acacia, is often associated with it.
Yucca-bladder sage

Closely following the Joshua tree subtype where it is found
north of Bill Williams River, but occupying the higher and
rockier soils the Mohave yucca and bladder sage (Salazaria mexp-
cana) constitute much of the ground cover. This yucca is a very
robust, upright plant, often with a single unbranched stem
crowned with broad but stiff daggerlike leaves. A thick spike
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groves, some of considerable extent, occurred in the playas of the
Santa Eosa and Santa Cruz valleys.

In the higher, cooler valleys of the San Pedro and Santa Cruz,
mountain hackberry (Celtis reticulata) is sparsely interspersed
among the mesquite. It remains today extruding through the
canopy of second- and third-growth forests. Hackberry wood is
valueless for any purpose, since it will not burn and it rots quickly.
The Indians, however, gather the sweet, orange-colored berries.
Along the edges and in the openings of the forest in these two
drainages the valuable sacaton (Sporobolus wrightii) would grow
high enough when in flower to hide a cow pony. Commonly
associated shrubs are the lotebush, squawberries, chamiso, desert
saltbush, and the leafless, spiny crown of thorns (Koeberlinia
spinosa).

Along the lower, warmer watercourses of the Gila and Colorado
rivers the screwbean or tornillo (Strombocarpa pubescens)
fringes the upper edges of the mesquite belt. The wood is hard
and durable and is used for fuel and fence posts. Here chamiso
is replaced in part by the brittle saltbush (Atriplex breweri) and
the succulent-leafed chico (Allenrolfea occidentalis). The exotic
salt cedar (Tamarix gallica) has spread extensively into the alkali
bottoms, competing with arrowwood (Pluchea sericea) and the
broad-leafed broom (Baccarhis glutinosa). Along the lower Colo-
rado, salt grass [Distichlis texana (?)] makes a thick, cushiony
sod cover in the openings and under the trees. Between Topock
and Yuma dense stands of willow [Salix gooddinaii (?) ] and open
groves of cottonwood (Populus macdougalii) form interrupted
fringes along the channel or on the most recent alluvial benches.

Where these bottoms are relatively free from alkali and not
subject to inundating floods they are exceptionally productive
agricultural soils. Where floodwaters are u^ed for irrigation the
deposit of silt on the fine river soil may cause trouble bv sealing
the ground against the needful water penetration. Aside from
the prolific Yuma Valley, the areas used agriculturally in this
type are very minute and mainly composed of small individual
farms which have been established on the inside bends and ox-
bows along the rivers. Little is marketed from them and the life
is largely on a subsistence status. In the pioneer days thousands
of head of cattle grazed the Colorado River bottoms and furnished
beef to the desert military posts.

Abundant native animal life exists throughout all the southern
desert types. Its density and variety is in proportion to the den-
sity and variety of the vegetation cover. The amount of animal
life present in the western part of the state, however, seems sig-
nificantly greater than this barren appearing region would sup-
port. Bighorn sheep are present in many of the desert ranges
and surrounding mesas, and originally were found in practically
all ranges to and including the western slopes and canyons of the
forested mountains that bound the desert on the east. The desert
mule deer ranges widely through the palo verde-cacti belt and
high into the mesquite grass areas. Along the Colorado Eiver
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skunks, kangaroo rats, ground squirrels, and scorpion mice are a
very few of the inhabitants of this desert type. The birds are
equally diversified. It is the summer breeding ground of some
subtropical species and the winter residence of many northern
nesting ones. As would be expected there are many species of
hawks and owls living on the large rodent population. This must
exclude the tiny elf owl that finds grasshoppers and other insects
about the most formidable with which his sparrow size can cope.

Mopping up after the hunters, predators, and diseases are the
vultures—turkey, black, and the caracara—with the ravens giving
ready aid. Unique, yet most characteristic of the desert, is the
road runner, a lonely member of the cuckoo family, living in an
avian Elba by the sentence imposed by all the other birds.

USES OF NATIVE PLANTS BY THE INDIANS

A few notes have been selected from a very crowded, notebook
to illustrate the many ways in which the Indians in Arizona util-
ized the native plants they found in their immediate environment.

Probably no single plant was as important to the Indians or
late prehistoric people as the agave or mescal. There are many
species, ranging in size from the tiny mescalito, no larger than
a Delicious apple, to the giant maguey of Mexico which may weigh
a ton or more. It is the maguey which brought the name century-
plant into use for this group, an expressive term for the fact that
the plant grows many years before it produces a flower stalk.
This bloom is in nearly every case its last bloom, since it is typical
for the agaves to die after flowering.7

Food, drink, medicine, soap, wood, fiber, and even needles were
obtained from this one plant. The plants most used in Arizona
are Agave palmeri and A. couesii, the two largest species with the
exception of A, huachucensis, a plant of very limited distribution
in the United States.

Occasionally the more succulent leaves are eaten uncooked,
but the customary way is to roast the leaf bases or the young
flower stalk in preheated, stone-lined mescal pits. When cooked
this way it is truly an acceptable vegetable. The iet-black seeds
are pounded and ground into flour and often added to the pinole8

of mesquite. In some species, particularly the deep-flowered A.
huachucensis, the nectar is gathered and used as a sirup.
7 In some of the smaller species, particularly A. parvifolia, A. treleasei, A.

toumeyi, and A. schottii, the plants survive the flowering phenomenon
more often than do the larger species. Bloom of the following year can
usually be predicted the fall before by the increased thickening of the
leaf bases, and the wider angle of the terminal shoot. Where the plant is
used for specimens of landscaping, cutting the flower stalk after it is
well started will in most cases save the plant from dying. The flower
stalk grows very rapidly; in its initial stages the larger species make al-
most a foot of growth every twenty-four hours under favorable condi-
tions of temperature.

8 A sweet flour made from the beans and sugar pods of mesquite, or
parched corn to which sugar has been added.
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Pulque is a beerlike drink made from several plants but is used
generally in the Southwest and northern Mexico to designate the
natural fermented product of the agaves. For local needs the
operation is simple. The center leaves are removed; the white
heart, which is really young leaves, is then pounded to a pulp
with the outer leaves forming a container to retain the ferment-
ing juices. Natural fermentation is allowed to go on and in a day
or two in warm weather the liquid is either cupped out or drunk
through hollow stems. The drink is high in vitamins. Mescal
is a distilled liquor made after the leaf bases have been roasted
and permitted to ferment. It is a clear liquid, or slightly amber
colored, very aromatic, and very potent. [Redistillation of mescal
gives its brandy, tequila, one of the best known of the liquors of
Mexico. The different species produce distinctive flavors and
bouquets in the mescals and tequilas made from them. Generally
speaking, the thick-leaved plants are preferred for pulque, while
the thinner, strap-leaved species are used in mescal manufacture.

The younger leaves are often chewed as a so-called tonic, which
may be a simple method of replacing a vitamin lack. Compresses
are also made out of the wet and macerated pulp and used on local
infections or bound on the chest to relieve congestion. The effi-
cacy of these last two is not definitely known, although there are
certain species in the cactus family in which there is highly satis-
factory evidence that subcutaneous infections are localized and
pulmonary and bronchial congestion relieved by the proper use
of similar compresses made from certain cactus species.

Several of the agaves, particularly A. schottii, have marked
detergent properties in their roots and are used as soap. The
pounded roots when moistened with water lather very freely,
and this "plant soap" is unexcelled for use in washing fine fabrics
or the hair.

The ripened flower stalks, although pithy, have fair strength
and are used in the construction of summer quarters, light cor-
rals, and many other uses. They are the favorite nesting place
of large carpenter bees, and their use frequently entails annoying
consequences when used in house walls.

The sisal plant from which the well-known fiber of the same
name is derived is a Central American member of the Agave
genus. In Arizona the leaves of Agave palmeri and A. couesii
are long enough to yield a usable fiber for rough cordage, sandals,
etc., although it is coarse and less preferred than some of the
Yucca fibers. After retting, many of the fibers remain attached
to the very sharp, horny spine on the leaf terminal. In some cases
this is used as a needle or shuttle.

The list of native and uncultivated plants that furnished some
item of food is very large. Some of the seeds that were pounded
or ground into a coarse flour or meal were from several of the
grasses: sacaton and other dropseed; the panic grasses; rice;
finger grass; careless weed or amaranth; staghorn cholla (Opuntia
versicolor); saguaro; canutillo or Mormon tea (Ephedra); all
yuccas, including the Joshua tree; agaves; acorns, particularly
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those of the emory oak or bayote; canaigre (Rumex); many of the
arborescent legumes, such as mesquite, the palo verdes, screwbean,
and cat's-claws; gourds, chamiso (Atnplex); chico (Dondia);
Indian wheat or plantago; purslanes; lamb's-quarters; and many
others. In many species, such as the amaranths, lamb's-quarter,
chico, and purslanes, the seeds are extremely fine and the amount
of labor necessary for a minute harvest made them correspond-
ingly valuable. Amaranth seed is considered an especially fine
item, and on flavor and taste alone well deserves this recognition.

Plants, or parts of plants, eaten raw or as greens or salads are
almost as numerous. Many mustards are utilized, also the purs-
lanes, lamb's-quarter, and amaranth, species all of which are
recognized greens in many regions. Others are the saltbushes
(Atnplex); docks or sorrels; the fleshy yucca fruits, especially
the baccate type, tradescantias; wild buckwheats (Eriogonum);
dandelions; monkey flowers (Mzmulus); plantagos; thistles; many
of the Senecios and Chrysothamnus genera; the devil's-claw
(Martynia); and several of the parsnip family.

Eaten as fresh fruits are the elderberries; Lyciums (squaw-
berry) ; many cacti, particularly the organ pipe (Lemaireocereus
thurberi), the saguaro, strawberry (Echinocereus fendleri), and
prickly pears (Opuntia engelmannii, 0. polycantha, and O. versi-
color); buckthorns of the Ceanothus and Rhamnus genera, with
Zizyphus and Condalia being especially favored in southern Ari-
zona; buffalo berry (Lepargyrea argentea); manzanita (Arbutus
arizonica); hackberries; barberry; juniper; grape; service berry;
currants; and gooseberries In addition to their use as fresh fruits
many of these were fermented for wines and liquors, of which
the cactus fruits were the most commonly used.

Roots and bulbs used either raw or cooked were bulbs of tbe
Mariposa lily (Calochortus), the desert lily (Hesperocallis), and
the covena (Allium). Much liked when roasted are the walnut-
shaped tubers of the low yellow-flowering legume, Hoffmanseggia.
These more or less took the place on the desert of the wild potato
tubers (Solarium) that were used by the Indian tribes occupving
the higher elevations. Tubers of the night-blooming cereus (Pen-
iocereus) and morning glory (Ipomea) are very large, sometimes
weighing 40 pounds or more. These were cut in thick slices and
roasted, or cut thin and fried in animal fat. Other roots generally
used were thistle, arrowweed, Tradescantia, Frasera, canaigre,
and several of the wild parsnips.

Among beverages commonly used and made from other than
fresh fruits are the well-known Mormon tea (Ephedra) with its
sennalike taste, cosahui (Krameria) a truly acceptable and in-
vigorating drink, eriogonums, and lemon sumac (Rhus tridentata).

Used for condiments or seasoning were the seeds of the wild
coriander and Cogswellia, many of the mints, and the young dried
fruit buds of several of the goldenrod and snakeweed (Senecio)
genera. The covena or wild onion (Allium) is used also for
flavoring meat dishes.
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The list of medicinal plants is exceptionally large. Many of
these have been definitely proved of value; others are unknown,
while some appear to derive their greatest value from some folk-
lore or superstitious origin rather than from any inherent prop-
erties that the plant may have itself. The desert plants are high in
alkaloids, oils, gums, and resins. Using as a lead the contents of
the medicine kits of the tribal doctors and following with patient
research, it is entirely probable that an investigator could con-
tribute to science a discovery that might rank with quinine, co-
caine, or chaulmoogra oil.

Southern and western Arizona have many representatives of the
spurges oi genus Euphorbia. This group leads all others in the
number of medicines it furnishes for internal use. Only one or
two examples can be given here, although the list of uses runs
the gamut from outright lethal poisons, through medicines to cure
various social diseases, induce pregnancy in sterile women, co-
agulins, many remedies for digestive disturbances, tonics, callus
removers, and even chewing gum.

From the macerated and cold-steeped roots of the Jatropha
genus is derived a medicine which, when taken daily for at lea^t
a fortnight, is considered a specific cure for gonorrhea. There is
considerable evidence that it is efficacious. From the leaves of
another spurge9 is expressed a liquid used for removing corns
and calluses. This is very effective, but care must be exercised
in limiting its application only to the callus, as it will painfully
burn live tissue.

As mentioned before, cold or hot poultices made from the soft
tissue of prickly pear pads are generally used for localizing sub-
cutaneous infections. Generally speaking, they appear to be
helpful. This is also used in a firmer, drier pack, for relieving
congestions caused by colds. Fresh cut slices of the tuberous
root of the night-blooming cereus is also used when available
for the same purpose. There is excellent evidence that both have
a legitimate value.

Several plants with narcotic or excitant properties are used,
such as the young seed pods of certain Jatrophas, the roots of
Jimson weed (Datura), the juice from certain cacti roots, the
mescal bean (SopTiora), roots and seeds from certain members
of the parsnip family, and extracts from the roots of several
shrubby and herbaceous nightshades.

Obviously in the construction of shelters, corrals, and so forth,
the material procurable with the least effort that would meet the
needs was naturally used. In the north juniper timbers with
sheathing made of Baccarhis and desert willow (Chilopsis Kn-
earis) were common. In the south and west mesquite cotton-
wood, the true willows, and occasionally palo verde and screw-
q Several items have been obtained that might best be expressed as per-

sonal confidences. In those which have been thoroughly tested and
found to be all that they were claimed, it would appear unethical to defi-
nitely specify the plant and method unless the knowledge was in general
use.
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bean are used for dimension timbers; saguaro ribs for wall and
sheathing; and arrowweed, Baccarhis, ocotillo, and occasionally
beargrass (Noline microcarpa), yuccas, and sacaton grass for
roofs, placed either on, under, or mixed in the adobe dirt.

Common dyes are made from walnut husks, mountain ma-
hogany root, Senecios, barberry, Chrysothamnus, wild mulberry,
the cochineal insect that lives on the prickly pear, and many
others.

Desert willow and devil's-claw is much used in basketmaking.
Shellac for sealing liquid containers or otherwise making things
impervious is gathered largely from the creosote bush or from
Coursettia in the mountain canyons. Among the Papago Indians
gum balls made from the exudations of mesquite trees were
widely used in their favorite game of skill and endurance. What
is seemingly a combined deodorant and insecticide is made from
the dried and powdered young fruit buds of one of the Senecios.
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